1 Abstract-Hypotension occurring in the initial phase of resuscitation is significantly associated with increased mortality following brain injury, even when episodes are relatively short. A large amount of data exists in health care systems providing information on the major health indicators of patients in hospitals. It is believed that if enough of these data could be drawn together and analysed in a systematic way, then a system could be built that will trigger an alarm predicting the onset of a hypotensive event. In the paper the mathematical information algorithm based on the concept of the rank of a sequence is presented. For the analysis of hypotension physiology an application of a new algebraic method is proposed for real world time series analysis. Numerical experiments with a hypotension crisis prevention using arterial blood pressure time series are used to illustrate the potential of the proposed method. The algorithm for finding ranks of a sequence of the ECG parameters is presented in the paper in order to show complexity profiles. Experimental results show that presented in this paper method also can be used together with other hypotension prediction methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hypotension occurring in the initial phase of resuscitation is significantly associated with increased mortality following brain injury, even when episodes are relatively short. These prospective data reinforce the need for early continuous monitoring and improved treatment of hypotension in braininjured patients. The ability to predict adverse hypotensive events, where a patient's arterial blood pressure drops to abnormally low (and dangerous) levels, would be of major benefit to the fields of primary and secondary health care, and especially to the traumatic brain injury domain.
A large amount of data exists in health care systems providing information on the major health indicators of patients in hospitals (blood pressure, temperature, heart rate, etc.). It is believed that if enough of these data could be drawn together and analysed in a systematic way, then a system could be built that will trigger an alarm predicting the onset of a hypotensive event.
This was the basis for the Avert-IT project (http://www.avert-it.org), a collaborative EU-funded project involving the construction of a hypotension alarm system exploiting Bayesian neural networks using techniques of data federation to bring together the relevant information for study and system development. It must be noticed that before this project wasn't solution to this hypotensive prediction problem on the market and the commercialization aspects of the project were important. A variety of commercial systems do allow the prediction of forthcoming clinical states, but none are able to provide any probabilistic measure of the causative information that can be tied to context. For example, the Bio Sign device [Pulsewave™ devices:
http://www.biosign.com/pulsewave-max.aspx] produces an index predicting cardiovascular instability based on several vital signs such as heart rate, respiration rate, etc.
The main methods for hypotensive prediction problem are listed below. The Genetic Algorithms (GA) providing a search technique that involves generating a random selection of solutions across the domain, then testing each of them against a fitness function. Though useful in scheduling and timetabling optimizations, there is some doubt as to whether the GA would be applicable in this system. The Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) offering a probabilistic model that represents a set of variables and their probabilistic dependencies. Inherently capturing probability in its development, training BBN architecture with data-driven mechanisms has proven difficult. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) -comprise a computer-simulated approach derived from the brain model, where individual neurons are interconnected from an input layer, through one or more hidden layers, to an output layer. In the Avert-IT project regarding to the various advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches, it has been agreed that a Bayesian approach to training an Artificial Neural Network (a BANN) is an effective way of training the system to detect the onset of a hypotensive event based on the input data from associated parameters [1] . The motivation for considering the BANN was its efficiency for the classification and modelling of highly nonlinear relationships whilst also considering probabilistic factors, which themselves are expected to be a major aspect in the clinical inputs involved.
The last years' studies showed that the complexity in human body functioning is important area of research. Measuring the complexity of various bio signals, such as ECG, EEG or DNA is a common task in medicine. The complexity of ECG signals is an important characterization of a process and might be used as a diagnostic tool.
Time series prediction is a challenging problem in many fields of science and engineering as well as have application in medicine and forecasting procedures include different techniques and models.
In general, the objective of these techniques is to build a model of the process and then use this model on the last values of the time series to extrapolate past behaviour into future.
A number of various mathematical methods, algorithms and computerized ECG analysis systems have been proposed for the analysis of ECG complexity, for example, entropybased algorithms [2] - [4] , spectral analysis [5] , chaos-based algorithms [6] , [7] , hidden Markov chains [8] , Lempel-Ziv method [9] and other methods. Most of these analysis algorithms are heuristic and evaluate global features of processes and are not able to detect local features of dynamical processes.
Here is presented the mathematical information algorithm based on the concept of the rank of a sequence [10] .
The concept of the rank of a sequence have been successfully used to express solutions of nonlinear differential equations in forms comprising ratios of finite sums of standard functions [11] - [13] , for time series forecasting [14] , logistic-matrix representation, research of chaos and for ECG complexity analysis [15] .
The task of the presented algorithm is to develop strategy for finding the ranks of sequences of the ECG parameters.
II. INVESTIGATED CONTINGENT
In study where investigated 42 persons from UK, Glasgow Institute of Neurological Sciences at Southern General Hospital. Where studied 13 women, age (mean ± SD) 58.85 ± 13.02 and 29 man, age 46,28 ± 17,27. 26 patients where with brain injury and 16 with other diseases may influence on arterial blood pressure (ABP).
All patients where monitored in coronary care unit and with expected hypotension reactions. We have used the Edinburgh University Secondary Insult Grades (EUSIG) definitions for hypotension (systolic arterial pressure < 90 mmHg or mean arterial pressure < 70 mmHg).
III. REGISTERED DATA
At first from waveform signals data file the ECG and pressure signals are collected and in every RR interval (hearth rate) of ECG the systolic and diastolic blood pressure parameters are calculated finding global maximum and minimum of waveform signal in every cardio cycle (Fig. 1 ) as well as reducing noise level using standard filters, Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 the systolic and diastolic blood pressures values by black and grey lines accordingly and noise by dotted line are presented.
Synchronously to ABP was recorded ECG II standard lead. For every cardio cycle of ECG where measured -RR interval, time duration between two consecutive R waves of the ECG, JT interval, from the junction of J-point to T-wave end of the ECG and QRS complex from the beginning of Qwave to J-point of the ECG. For final analysis where used three synchronised data time sequences -RR, JT and QRS (Fig. 3) .
IV. METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS
General sequence of analysis procedures is presented in Fig. 3 In computer-based realization it was considered that determinant of Hankel matrix equals zero, if its' value is lesser than the fixed precision  .
In Table I average ranks for ECG parameters before hypotension were presented. (Fig. 4) 
V. RESULTS
For the analysis of ECG parameters complexity and its profile, we used understanding of processes interactions interpretation according Bar-Yam [16] , named as a "complexity profile". In complex systems we can see different fractal levels, closely interacting. Looking into heart and human organism as a complex system with few fractal levels (organism-heart-heart structures) we can postulate, that different ECG parameters with different time scale, can represent different fractal levels of organism. Interval RR could be related with organism regulatory features, JT interval could be related with heart metabolic features and interval QRS could be related with heart itself regulatory features. Calculated Hankel matrix ranks are presented in Table I for two situations: 1 -episode before ABP drops down and 2 -during ABP drops down. Data in Table I shows, that complexity for different parameters significantly differs but for episode before ABP fall down and during such episode difference is very small, not significant (Table I) .
Having possibility to measure of RR, JT and QRS intervals complexity with help of Hankel matrix rank, it's possible to represent different clinical situations with complexity profile, where the largest scale is RR interval, middle scale is JT interval and smallest scale is QRS duration. According Theory of complex systems [16] smaller scale has complexity higher or the same as bigger scale. With increasing of scale, complexity, usually, is going down. These situations we have in all our investigated groups. Complexity profile, one line connecting complexities (H) of RR, JT and QRS in Fig. 4 are shown for two groups of persons -with hypotension episodes (Hy) and without.
Comparison of complexity data for these two groups shows, that persons who have real situation of hypotension, have smaller complexity for all parameters, complexity profile is lower. Such changes could be interpreted so, that more expressed is pathology leading to hypotension reactions of organism, lower complexity organism represent. Difference between episode 1 (before ABP fall down) and 2 (during ABP fall down) as and in Table I is small. These results rise up question what factors can influence such different reactions influencing all regulatory processes in organism and their interactions. Factor number one here could be the significance of injury, but to evaluate it from clinical point of view in real situation is very difficult or almost not impossible.
We can conclude, that problem is not possible to solve at current time. So we have investigated how patients of different genders react to those ABP falls. In Fig. 5 are presented women reaction to ABP fall, in Fig. 6 are shown men reactions to ABP falls. Comparing those two figures we can see, that men and women have different type of regulation of studied processes -complexity profiles differs. Due to small numbers of participants we can't make statistically significant conclusions, but we can postulate, from our data, that women are more stable in ABP fall episodes. Their complexity profile even slightly increases during ABP fall (Fig. 6) , at the same situation men shows decrease of complexity profile during ABP fall (Fig. 7) . So if we have situation with risk of ABP fall, for men it could be evaluated as more dangerous in comparison to women.
Such ABP fluctuation analysis methodology has a deep physical meaning. The bouts of quasistationarity; the evolution of the processes governed by a fixed algebraic law in each reconstructed segment can be identified. The proposed algorithm does not apply formal algebraic relationships for the observed data. It reveals that the hidden structure of the time series is able to identify potential changes in the evolution of the process and exploits predictability as a tool for the characterization of complexity [17] . Fig. 4 . The complexity profile of measured ECG parameters for persons with hypotension episodes (average Hy1 -for group (n = 24) of patients before hypotension episode and average Hy2 during hypotension) and without (n = 18) (average 1 before falling down ABP and average 2 during decrease of ABP, but not reaching hypotension level). The application of the method for a time series analysis based on the identification of features of algebraic sequences is proposed in this paper. It can be noted that this method is especially effective when the time series are short. There are not always sufficient data to train the models, therefore such an approach when the features of algebraic sequence is identified from a short time series helps to extract as much information about the model of the process as possible and then use this model to extrapolate past behaviour into future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results show that presented in this paper method also can be used together with other hypotension prediction methods. Hopefully proposed method could be useful in clinical patent after brain injuries monitoring and understanding of hypotension physiology. With the increasing amount of studies in this area and application of complex system theory into medicine it is hope to have more detailed and motivated interpretation of analysed data and data complexity itself.
